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Page 6 ... Brand New!

60017-Blast Pad®......NEW
The latest Blast Pad® dominates the competition. We have
launched it well over 200’. It is designed to handle jump after
jump, launch after historic launch. Our missiles will fly higher
and stay in the air longer than anything else in its class,
guaranteed! It’s time to get outside and play.
Ages 6 and up

Package Includes:

Over

• 1 Blast Pad® Launcher
• 3-10.5” Missiles
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60014-Blastpad® Pro
The Blastpad® Pro concept is simple. It
was developed to launch our proprietary Blastpad®
Pro missiles unbelievably high. So high that you won’t
even ask how high. You will just look up and say “whoa”
in disbelief. These missiles travel farther and stay aloft
longer than anything else on the market (without an engine
or stored energy). The Blastpad® Pro will perform better
than your child’s imagination could stand. Imagine sending
a Blastpad® Pro missile well over the length of a football
field with minimal effort. Imagine looking up and losing
sight of it as it touches the clouds and carries on a
conversation with new alien life forms (ok, that one was
a little dramatic). But really... the most common question
over the years with Blastpad® Pro is “how high does it go?”
Our standard answer is “how high can you jump?” Now we
have the answer! Whoaaaaa! Way high. The Blastpad® Pro
will satisfy any kid interested in sending stuff skyward. Make
sure you have some serious space ‘cause this Blastronaut is
gonna take out a few cumulus clouds (too dramatic again?).
Comes with 3 Blastpad® Pro Missiles.
Ages 10 and up

60015-Blastpad® Pro Missiles
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Comes with 3 Blastpad® Pro Missiles (For use
with Blastpad® Pro Advanced Missile Launch
Systems only)
Ages 10 and up
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62001-Universal Booster 5 Pack
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Comes with 5 universal missiles.
(For use with Blast Pad® and most
Faux Bow® products)
Ages 6 and up

60015-Blastpad® Pro Missiles
Comes with 3 Blastpad® Pro Missiles
(For use with Blastpad® Pro
Advanced Missile Launch Systems
only)
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Ages 10 and up

62003-Fauxbow™ PRO Arrow Refills
Comes with 3 Fauxbow™ PRO arrows.
(For use with Fauxbow™ PRO and
Fauxbow™ 130.
Ages 6 and up
6
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Comes with

• 1 “Ambidextrous” bow with
fiberglass limbs
• 2 Faux Bow™ PRO arrows
• Bowstring and finger guards

61008-Faux Bow 130 .....NEW
Faux Bow 130™ Is the sport of archery reinvented (for younger kids). The patented,
totally unique “Impact” arrows are
unlike anything ever shot from a
bow. The oversized tubes
(arrow shaft) are ultra
lightweight and incredibly
durable. The bow sports
fiberglass bow limbs. The foam
arrow tips are designed to
bounce off and knock over fun
targets kids can create. These
arrows can fly over 130’. Kids can
play in their own backyard or at the
park. Draw poundage is reduced so
all kids can play.
Ages 6 and up
(Designed to shoot right or left handed)
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Adult supervision is
Recommended
(Not a toy)

61007-Faux Bow PRO
Faux Bow Pro™ Is the sport of archery re-invented. The patented, totally
unique “Impact” arrows are unlike anything ever shot from a bow. The
oversized tubes (arrow shaft) are ultra lightweight and incredibly durable.
The bow sports fiberglass bow limbs and a connected “3 arrow clip” quiver.
The foam arrow tips are designed to bounce off and knock over fun targets
kids can create. These arrows can fly over 200’. Kids can play in their own
backyard or at the park.
Ages 10 and up
(Designed to shoot
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right or left handed)

Adult
supervision is
Recommended
(Not a Toy)
Some assembly
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Package Includes:
• 1 Faux Bow Pro with fiberglass limbs and assembled
bow tips.
• Three arrow quiver clip.
• 3 “Impact Arrows”
• 1 Bowstring with Finger Guards.
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• 2 Arrow rests.
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61006-Faux Bow™ 3
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This is the best Faux Bow™ yet. I wanted to invent a bow that has the look and feel
of real archery. I wanted it to be solid and well made. I invented the original Nerf®
Bow many years ago. After it was taken off the market, many foam shooting toys
followed. All were very high tech and shot multiple projectiles at different speeds
and distances. They just didn’t have the feel of archery. I felt returning to a low tech
approach was the answer. It feels great to load up an arrow
and pull back. Relaxing your fingers on the handle lets
the arrow fly off at amazing speeds. Now it holds
more arrows than ever before and it’s
more powerful as well.
Ages 8 and up

62001-Universal Booster 5 Pack
Comes with 5 Universal Missiles. (For use with most Blast Pad®
And Faux Bow™ Products)
Ages 6 and Up
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Nerf® is a registered trademark of Hasbro Toys
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Assorted Colors
61005-Faux Bow™ Too Point Oh
Faux Bow™ Too Point Oh comes
with Bow-Tips that can securely
hold an arsenal of 12 arrows.
All arrows sold separately
(à la carte).
Assorted colors available.
Ages 8 and up
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90008-Doinkit® Darts
The Doinkit® Darts set was designed
with one thing in mind... To develop the
best playing magnetic dart
set on the planet. Each of
our acclaimed Doinkit® Darts
uses N-35 Neodymium rare
earth magnets. Comes with a set of 6
darts.
Ages 6 and up

90011-Doinkit® Darts Refill Assortment
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Doinkit® Darts refill pack. Comes with a set of 6 darts with Neodymium magnets. Now with fun new color combo’s.
Ages 6 and up
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90022-Rings
Think “Darts” but with “Rings”
and with different rules.
Simple to learn and easy to
play. The rings throw easily
and hook securely. Over 18”
in diameter. Comes with a
set of six rings.
Ages 6 and up
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90021-Doinkit® Racket Set
Doinkit® is a cross between Badminton and “Hair Curlers.” Think
of it as a “Snowflake on steroids.” What makes a Doinkit® really
amazing is the control you have over it. Unlike a badminton
birdie, it bounces and is incredibly forgiving of miss-hits. It can be
played at a fast pace or casually “Doinked” back and forth. Pick
up a Doinkit® and experience the ultimate volley....
Ages 6 and up
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Uses Neodymium Magnets

81001-Mumbly’s™
Mumbly’s™ is a simple
game. The rules were
kept simple for a reason. Like all
schoolyard games from the
past... rules were meant to be
broken. The idea that “house rules”
are developed and learned by the locals is
what Mumbly’s™ are all about. Comes with 3
Mumbly’s™, a scoring dart, a rules booklet and a
game tin.

6
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Each tin comes with official rules but
with an understanding that new “house”
rules could and should be created, allowing
for creativity and a certain regionalism to
Mumbly™ play.

6 and up

Skullage
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Eyesaurus

Cephus

Barnacle

Molly

#30005
Mumbly™ Display comes
with a tray and a target
header. Size: L 12.5” x W
6.75” x H 12”

Iris
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Toast the perfect Marshmallow

80027-Spinmallow® 3.0

27
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Getting back to nature
has never been so fun! Our
best Spinmallow® yet has been
modeled after a piece of “Monterey”
driftwood and meticulously sculpted
by Marky Sparky master artisans. It
spins at the ultra supreme rate of 144 rpms,
scientifically proven to be the “sweet spot”
for making the perfect toasted marshmallow. It
comes with a detachable Stainless Steel telescoping
skewer. Campfires will never be the same again.
Ages 8 and up (2 AA Batteries not included)
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75001-75006-Money Grubber™
Every time a child is given money to save, another Money
Grubber™ is born. Our purpose in life is to keep your money
safe. Let my friends and I take care of your savings. There’s
even a place on my back for you to write what you’re saving for
or even write your name.
(We suggest using a Sharpie® or any other permanent
marker).
Take me home and share in the magic of saving and
multiplying your money.

15

Money Grubber™ Asst.
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Add Posta

AniMails™ take you back to yesteryear when folks used
to communicate with a thing called a letter. It was
a more personal form of communication.
One could express themselves in a more
permanent fashion. In todays hurry up world
and lightning fast notes, AniMails™ is a breath
of fresh air. Just write someone a letter right on
your AniMail™. Address it, stamp it and give it to your
friendly neighborhood postal worker. Your wonderful
words will be on their way “post quick.” Just picture your
personal sentiments displayed on the shelf for all the
world to see... (maybe you should keep them G-Rated)
AniMails™ are also great for autographs or team signings
for your favorite coach or teacher. Be creative. Be
spontaneous. Above all be careful your
AniMail™ isn’t left near a jar full of
cookies!

(First Class
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Ages 3 and up
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Sharpie® is a registered trademark of
Sanford. Neither Sharpie® nor Sanford have
endorsed Animails™. No Animals were
harmed in the making of Animails™.

Cow #51014

Giraffe #51011
Mini Wahoo™ Mint #51020
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Bear (Unbearably Cute) #51010

Sea Turtle #51015

Moose ( I Moose U) #51003
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Pink Unicorn #51018

Frog (Froget Me Not) #51005
Bunny (Somebunny Loves U) #51017
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Displays Not To Scale

#30001
Award winning Doinkit® Dart
Display.
Size: L 18” x W 18” x H 64”

#30004
AniMails™ Display comes with
3 wood trays and a real U.S.
Mailbox. Unique for any store.
Size: L 18” x W 18” x H 68”
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You can write nice things about Marky Sparky here or just jot down your notes:

It’s 2018. This year we are introducing some really fun stuff that requires the obligatory legalese. Our lawyers make us tell you
that Blast Pad®, Doinkit® and Spinmallow® are all registered trademarks of Marky Sparky Inc. Marky Sparky™, Mumbly’s™,
Wahoo™, Faux Bow™, Foamies™ Money Grubber™, Animal Writes™ and AniMails™ (and anything else in the catalog that
has a TM next to it) are all trademarks of Marky Sparky, Inc. Color and parts may vary from those pictured. This catalog, the
images, copy, and products are all ©2018, Marky Sparky Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this catalog may be used without
the express written permission of Marky Sparky Inc.
Nobody reads this stuff at the back but I need something to take up space as a graphic treatment so that is why I am still typing. If I write enough here it looks
more important like we are a big company and have important things to say. We are not and we don’t. I feel as if this is enough fine print and I have my
graphic treatment so I will stop writing now.
Now it’s time for this years bad joke that will be printed on thousands of catalogs and live forever in obscurity:
Q: Why was the report card all wet?
A: Because the grades were all below C-level!

Back by popular demand...
Since you’re still reading this we wanted to inform you that Marky Sparky has great Reps. We love our Reps. We
support our Reps. We hope you allow them to support us as well. Please treat them with kindness and care and
respect. Give them a hug once in a while to let them know how special they are... Maybe even buy them a cup of
coffee. We are all in the toy business. The best place to be in all the world. It is supposed to be fun. Let’s have some.
Color and parts may vary from those
pictured in this catalog because at the time
of printing they may not have existed
This is very important so read it: Instead
of putting a “Choke Hazard, Small Parts”
label on every page... I am putting it here.
Every product we sell has small parts and
therefore not suitable for kids under 3.

All patents are listed on our website
https://www.markysparkytoys.com/patents/

instagram/markysparkytoys
facebook.com/markysparkytoys
twitter.com/markysparkytoys

sales@markysparkytoys.com
www.markysparkytoys.com

©Marky Sparky, Inc. 2018
1230 Simpson Way
Escondido, California 92029
Phone: 800-781-8110
Fax: 760-737-7301

